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Abstract: In order to extract fault features of rolling bearing effectively, a method which is based
on variational mode decomposition and spectral kurtosis was proposed. The Intrinsic Mode
Function (IMF) is obtained by variational mode decomposition.The intrinsic mode function (IMF)
is obtained by variational mode decomposition. The IMF containing fault information was selected
to reconstructed based on the spectral kurtosis and then extracting the fault feature frequency by
envelope spectrum analysis and good results are obtained.
Introduction
The bearing is the key part of the mechanical transmission system and the generator system, which
plays a vital role in the process of power transmission[1].If the bearing fails, the normal operation of
the wind turbine transmission system may be affected, even resulting in the stop of the machine. In
this paper, a novel method for bearing fault feature extraction is proposed based on variational
mode decomposition(VMD) and kurtosis index. By VMD, the fault signal is decomposed into a
number of IMFs and the signal is reconstructed based on the spectral kurtosis. The signal is then are
demodulated by the envelope analysis and the fault characteristics of the bearing are extracted.
Theoretical background
Variational mode decomposition (VMD). Variational mode decomposition (VMD)[3] is a new
method for signal decomposition estimation. In the VMD algorithm, each intrinsic mode function
(IMF) can be regarded as an amplitude modulated signal:
uk (t )  Ak (t ) cos(k (t ))

(1)

where k (t )   (t )  dk (t ) dt , Ak (t ) is the instantaneous amplitude of the signal, k (t ) is the
instantaneous frequency. Compared with k (t ) , Ak (t ) and k (t ) change slowly. That is to say, in the
'
k

range of [t   , t   ](  2 k' (t )) , uk (t ) can be regarded as a harmonic signal, whose amplitude is
Ak (t ) , frequency is k (t ) .
The decomposition process of VMD is actually a variational problem solving process. Assuming
that each IMF has a limited bandwidth, the variational problem can be expressed as to find k
different intrinsic mode function(IMF) to minimize the sum of the estimated bandwidth and the sum
of IMF is the original input signal f. Specific steps are as follows:
(1) For each IMF, the single side spectrum is obtained by calculating the corresponding analytical
signal with the Hilbert transform: ( (t )  j  t )  uk (t ) .
(2) By adding an exponential term e  j t to adjust the estimated center frequency of each analytical
signals corresponding to the independent feature components, the frequency spectrum of each
mode is shifted to the base band: [( (t )  j  t )  uk (t )]e j t .
k
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(3) Analysis the bandwidth of the demodulated signal with the H1 Gaussian smoothness i.e.the
squared L2-norm of the gradient, The resulting constrained variational problem is the following:
min{ k t[( (t )  j  t )  uk (t )]e  jk t
s.t

2
2

}

 u k＝ f

(2)

where {k }: {1 , 2, k } , {uk }:{u1 , u2 , uk } .
(4) Two penalty factor  and Lagrange multiplier operator  (t ) are introduced to construct the
extended Lagrange expression (uk , k ,  )
 (uk , k ,  )    k t[( (t )  j  t )  uk (t )]e  jk t
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(3)

Spectral Kurtosis. General vibration signal model of rolling bearings can be expressed by the
following formula:
Z (t )  X (t )  N (t )

(4)

where Z (t ) is the actual measurement of the vibration signal; X (t ) is the detected fault signal; N (t )
is strong additive noise.
Spectral kurtosis[4] is defined as the 4 order cumulant spectrum energy normalization, the
formula is as follows：
2
K Z ( f )  K X ( f ) [1   ( f )]
(5)
Where KZ ( f ) is the spectral kurtosis of the X (t ) .  ( f ) is the signal to noise ratio.
 ( f )  S N ( f ) / S x ( f ) , S N ( f ) and S x ( f ) are respectively power spectral density of noise and signal.
K Z ( f ) is approximately equal to the K Z ( f ) in the frequency where the signal to noise ratio is
very high, however, KZ ( f ) tends to be zero where the noise is very strong. So the frequency bands
containing fault signals could be detected with the spectral kurtosis.
Steps of the algorithm
The steps of the algorithm are displayed as follows:
(1) The original vibration signal is decomposed to IMF by VMD.
(2) Computing the spectral kurtosis of the different IMFs, choose the suitable IMFs to reconstruct
the signal, which contain fault information.
(3) Making an envelope analysis of the signal obtained from step 2 to determine whether there has a
failure and to find out the location of the fault.
The result of the analysis
In this paper, the fault data comes from the bearing data center of Case Western Reserve University
The time domain and frequency domain of the vibration signal of the bearing outer ring fault is
shown in Figure 1 (a) and 1 (b). The signal sampling frequency is 12000 Hz and the number of
sampling points is 8000, the outer ring fault characteristic frequency is 106.5Hz.

Fig.1 Time domain and frequency domain diagram
of fault signal of bearing outer ring
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The original non-stationary vibration signal is decomposed by VMD and five IMF components
are obtained. Different IMF contains different frequency components, and each IMF is closely
around a central frequency. After calculation, the spectral kurtosis value of the IMF component is
shown in Table 1.
Tab.1 The spectral kurtosis of the IMF after the VMD decomposition

Spectral
Kurtosis

IMF1

IMF2

IMF3

IMF4

IMF5

0.913

2.553

2.821

0.871

0.962

From table 1, it can be seen that the spectral kurtosis value of the IMF2 and IMF3 larger,
therefore, signal is reconstructed with the IMF2 and IMF3, the time domain and frequency domain
of the reconstructed signal is shown in Figure 2.

Fig.2 Time domain and frequency domain and
envelope spectrum of signal of
the reconstructed signal of the outer ring fault

The rotating speed of the rotating shaft is 1796r/min, and the frequency is 29.63Hz. In Figure 2
(c), a peak can be seen at the frequency of 28.5Hz, which corresponds to the theoretical transfer
frequency. At the same time, a distinct peak can be seen in the 105Hz,corresponding to the fault
characteristic frequency of the bearing outer ring. What’s more , the frequency components of the
210 Hz and 315 Hz have obvious peak value, which correspond to the fault characteristic frequency
of two and three times frequency, and meets the fault characteristic of the bearing outer ring.
Using the same method to deal with the inner ring fault signal, the time domain and frequency
domain are shown in Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b).At this point, the drive end of the transfer frequency is
1794r/min, the theoretical frequency of 29.9Hz, after the calculation of the fault characteristic
frequency of 160Hz.Using the above method, the signal envelope spectrum of signal processing is
shown in Figure 3 (c).

Fig.3 Time domain and frequency domain Signal time domain frequency domain and envelope spectrum of signal
of the reconstructed signal of the inner ring fault
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In Figure 3 (c), it is seen that the peak value of 30Hz, 58.5Hz, and 88.5Hz are obvious, which is
corresponding to the frequency of two and three times. In the 160.5Hz ,the obvious peaks can also
be seen, corresponding to the fault characteristic frequency. Moreover, the 189Hz and 130.5Hz in
the vicinity of the 160.5H have a more obvious projection, which corresponds to 1 times of the
frequency band, and meet the fault characteristics of the bearing inner ring.
Conclusion
In this paper, the independent feature component is obtained and the independent feature
component are selected by the spectral kurtosis, and the problem of the optimal bands selection is
solved effectively .The fault characteristics of the signal are extracted from the noise reduction, and
the good results are obtained.
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